Lilly 3.5” HD
Handheld Video Magnifier
Portable Video Magnifier

This pocket-size electronic video magnifier is designed for people on the go! With a large 3.5” high-definition viewing screen the Lilly HD is perfect for reading price labels, restaurant menus, medicine bottles, receipts and more! And because it is small and weighs less than 1/2 pound, it will easily fit in a pocket or purse so you can take it everywhere you go. Regain your independence outside your home with this convenient little travel companion!

About the Lilly 3.5” HD
MSRP: $199.00

- 2x-24x continuous magnification
- 720p HD resolution
- 15 high-contrast color modes
- Crisp image quality at all magnification levels
- Foldable writing or reading stand – complete forms, sign checks and more!
- Lay-flat reading – slide across reading material for easy use
- Large buttons for easy navigation
- Lightweight – less than 1/2 pound!
- Rechargeable/user-replaceable battery offering 3.5 hours of continuous use!
- Stylish carrying case and wrist strap
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SPECIFICATIONS

Screen 3.5 inch, 720p HD image
Magnification 2x - 24x continuous magnification
Dimensions 7.6 x 5.9 x 2.8 inches
Weight 0.33 lbs (5.3 ounces)
Contrast 15 high-contrast color modes
Brightness 5 brightness levels
Lighting LED - adjustable
Features Freeze image
Built-in tilt, reading or writing stand
Connect to TV, supports AV output
Battery Replaceable Li-ion, 1500mAh
Includes AC charger
Carrying case
Wrist strap
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